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Although one of Alfred North Whitehead’s stated goals
was to create a metaphysics that was both ‘applicable’
and ‘adequate’, the perennial criticism of the philosophy
of Organism is that it cannot be applied to human
experience. This criticism is based partly on the fact that
the main focus of the system is on ‘microscopic’ realities
that are far outside the scope of human experience, and
partly on the fact that after this microscopic level has
been explained, little attention is paid to the ordinary
level of human experience. It is therefore necessary, in
order to fulfill Whitehead’s stated objective, for the future
generations of process philosophy students to attempt
to fill in the missing pieces of the theory. Since one
of the staples of human existence is our grasp of what
we consider ethics and morality, there would be no
better place to begin the defense and development of
the philosophy of Organism than with the creation of a
process ethic. It is therefore the objective of this paper
to develop what will hopefully act as the foundation of a
Whiteheadian ethic.
The fundamental concept in the Whiteheadian ethic is
the notion of ‘value’, and how it functions in the process
that constitutes the universe. In his essay “Immortality",
Whitehead explains that the Universe is constituted by
the interaction of two ‘worlds’: the World of Activity and
the World of Value. The World of Activity is the world of
creation, in that it “creates the present by transforming
the past, and anticipating the future”(Whitehead, 1941,
684) yet this World of Activity is meaningless unless it
is in reference to value. The World of Value is the world
that emphasizes persistence; it is timeless and immortal,
yet it is also meaningless apart from reference to the

World of Activity. Whitehead explains the relation by
stating that, “Value refers to Fact, and Fact refers to
Value.”(Whitehead, 1941, 684) The synonymous use of
‘fact’ and ‘activity’ comes from the notion of the world as
a process of creation, a notion that will underlie the early
part of this discussion, and come to the forefront later on.
The essence of values is their capacity for realization in
the world of action, and therefore Whitehead conceives
the World of Value as “active with the adjustment
of potentialities for realization.”(Whitehead, 1941, 685)
What is important to note at this point is the similarity of
the language that Whitehead uses to explain the World of
Values in this essay and the language he uses to describe
the eternal objects in Process and Reality.
Finally, Whitehead introduces the idea of ‘judgment’ in
relation to value. He says that judgment is a process
of unification that involves the necessary relevance of
values to each other. Judgments can manifest themselves
in two ways. The first is ‘valuation’, which is the internal
adjustment of potentialities for realization that occurs
in the World of Value. The second is ‘evaluation’,
which is the analysis of particular facts in the World
of Activity to determine the values realized and the
values excluded in those facts. Through ‘valuation’ and
‘evaluation’ the World of Value contributes to the World
of Activity. Whitehead sums up this discussion by
saying, “Origination is creation, whereas Value issues
into modification of creative action. Creation aims
at Value, whereas Value is saved from the futility
of abstraction by its impact upon the process of
creation.”(Whitehead, 1941, 686) Although the language
of this essay is different from traditional Whiteheadian
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language, its simplicity provides a potentially clear
starting point for the application of the idea of value to
the philosophy of Organism in the hopes of establishing
the Whiteheadian ethic.
The reason value is such an important part of establishing
the Whiteheadian ethic stems from the nature of the
philosophy of Organism, namely that it is based on a
perpetual creative process that recreates the universe
from moment to moment. An ethic that uses this
metaphysics as its basis is difficult to conceive because
most traditional ethical systems are based on substance
metaphysics. Substance metaphysics contends that there
are fundamental substances that underlie the world,
and the changes we experience are merely accidental
qualifications of those substances. This conception
makes it much easier to create a set of ethical rules as
there is a constant subject to judge as moral or immoral.
This ‘constant subject’ considered as a human being
allows judgments to be made that are based on the
empirical actions of that human. In the philosophy
of Organism, at each moment of existence there is
a mass of novel concresing subjects (actual entities’),
which are outside the scope of human experience and
cannot therefore be judged according to actions. The
issue is that it cannot be denied that in our experience
we seem to experience things and humans (which are
constituted by ‘nexūs’ or ‘societies’ of actual entities) that
‘endure’ over time, therefore it must be necessary to
explain how, in concrescence after concrescence, these
societies maintain an enduring identity. The answer to
this question, which will lead to a Whiteheadian ethic,
lies in the notions of value and solidarity, and their
respective roles in the process of creation.
The problem of ‘enduring entities’ in the philosophy
of Organism is solved by the fact that all actual
entities include what Whitehead calls ‘physical purposes’.
Physical purposes are the result of the integration of
a physical feeling and a conceptual feeling into what
Whitehead calls a ‘contrast’. A ‘contrast’ is the ‘real
togetherness’ or ‘integrations’ of either a set of eternal
objects, or an eternal object with a set of objectified
actual entities. A ‘physical feeling’ is the concrescing
actual entity prehending the data of the past actual
world, and a ‘conceptual feeling’ is the concrescing actual
entity prehending the eternal object that characterized
the definiteness of that data. In a contrast, the feeling of

the past actual world is integrated with the feeling of a
particular eternal object that exemplifies the past actual
world, resulting in the creation of a ‘physical purpose’ to
be felt. There is then a ‘valuation’ of the complex datum
of the physical purpose, or in other words, an adjustment
of the potentialities for realization (World of Value) in
the concrescing actual entity (World of Activity), and
there is either a character of ‘adversion’ or ‘aversion’
created. If there is the character of aversion, then the
concrescing actual entity inhibits the objectification of
that feeling, and therefore eliminates one possible way it
may be objectified in the future. If the valuation creates
a character of adversion, then the physical feeling (who
exemplifies the contrast) becomes an element with force
and persistence to be objectified in the future beyond its
own subject. Physical purposes that are valued with a
character of adversion are therefore felt and re-enacted
down a historical route of occasions according to the
intensity of their character of persistence. This is
how enduring objects are formed, as the more times a
physical purpose is felt, contrasted, and then objectified,
the stronger the character of adversion it will have.
Whitehead says, “Thus adversions promote stability;
and aversions promote change without any indication
of the sort of change.”(Whitehead, 1978, 277) There is
also another species of physical purposes, namely those
purposes that have been objectified repeatedly.
The second species of physical purposes is generally
called the subjective aim, and is basically a much more
complex version of the physical purposes that have been
discussed so far. Whitehead makes special note of two
things before discussing the subjective aim, namely that
the intensity of feeling due to any realized ingression of
an eternal object is heightened when that eternal object
is one element in a realized contrast, and that two or
more contrasts may be either compatible or incompatible
for being ingressed into a joint contrast. Since the more
contrasts that are made (the more eternal objects that
are integrated), the higher the intensity of feeling, there
is in every process of becoming an urge towards the
ingression of the maximum number of eternal objects
possible. This is the sense in which “Creation aims at
value.”(Whitehead, 1941, 686) as described above. Since
this urge exists, there is also a condition of balanced
complexity that must occur, meaning that the number of
contrasts, and contrasts of contrasts, can only be as high
(become so complex) as to ensure that there is still the
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absence of ‘contrasts’ which some eternal objects would
introduce and others would inhibit. If there was no
balance, the complex contrast would break down based
on the contrary valuations of its various parts. In order
to fully grasp the importance of this point, the manner
in which eternal objects are ordered must be explained.
They are ordered in what Whitehead calls ‘abstractive
hierarchies’.
Abstractive hierarchies’ are the different schemes of
possibility into which eternal objects can be analyzed.
Eternal objects possess two types of essences, a ‘relational
essence’ and an ‘individual essence’. An ‘individual
essence’ is an eternal object’s essence considered in
respect to its uniqueness, while a ‘relational essence’
represents an eternal object’s patience for entrance
into relationships with other eternal objects and actual
entities. Individual essences are unique to each eternal
object, while relational essences can, and must, be
shared among other eternal objects. The reason for this
shared relational essence is that it is only through two
eternal objects possessing the same relational essence
that they can be combined into a more complex eternal
object. Abstractive hierarchies are the patterns that the
connection/combination of eternal objects that share
relational essences create. Abstractive hierarchies have at
their base simple eternal objects, which are the elements
that constitute all of the higher grades of the hierarchy
as all of the complex eternal objects that constitute
the abstractive hierarchy above this first level must use
these simple eternal objects as their components. The
valuation of contrasts discussed above therefore uses
these ‘abstractive hierarchies’ as the basis for deciding
whether the contrast will be valued as having the
character of adversion or of aversion. If all of the eternal
objects that are being ingressed in the concrescing actual
entity possess the relational essence appropriate to the
abstractive hierarchy in question, the character will be
one of adversion, if not, one of aversion. Consequently,
the nature of an enduring object is the achieved intensity
of its physical purposes (value) as creating persistence for
objectification in the future. But there is still the question
as to how actual entities, especially the most complex
actual entities such as those that constitute the human
mind, endure for substantial periods of time while only
being able to ingress certain abstractive hierarchies?
The answer to this question comes from Whitehead’s
introduction of the ‘category of conceptual reversion’
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as the basis for the valuation of much more remote
possibilities.
The balanced complexity that the subjective aim strives
for is not only relevant to the present concrescing
entity, but is also vital for the assurance that the
entity will endure in the future. The subjective aim
results not only from the valuation of the contrasts
that occur between the past actual world and the
conceptual feelings of that past actual world, but also
from the valuation of anticipated conceptual feelings.
These anticipated conceptual feelings are called ‘reverted
conceptual feelings’, and arise in essentially the same
manner as the primary conceptual feelings. Both
types of conceptual feelings arise from the data of the
physical feeling of the past actual world; the difference
is that the contrast that occurs from the integration
of primary conceptual feelings with these physical
feelings is designed to maximize intensity through
balance, or in other words, to increase the intensity of
the contrast through the repetitive ingression of that
contrast. The contrast that arises from the integration of
reverted conceptual feelings and these physical feelings
is designed to maximize intensity through the increase
in complexity (the introduction of more eternal objects
into the contrast). The reverted conceptual feelings are
identical to the primary conceptual feelings in that they
have the same datum, which allows for a readiness of
integration, but are different in that there are minor
differences in some elements of their complex datum,
namely they introduce remote possibilities that are as
of yet unrealized in the past actual world. These
remote possibilities are introduced through a difference
of emphasis on the abstractive hierarchy that the eternal
object which qualifies the actual entity being felt belongs
to. The reverted conceptual feeling is a conceptual feeling
of the past actual world altered slightly to emphasize an
eternal object not realized in the past actual world, but
‘proximate’ to the eternal object that was realized.
‘Proximity’ in abstractive hierarchies refers to eternal
objects of an immediately connected grade to other
eternal objects in the hierarchy. Therefore the reverted
conceptual feeling presents a contrast with the past
actual world as it is a remote, unrealized possibility.
Although the reverted contrast is initially valued as
almost negligible, it can begin to become more intense
as it becomes less remote, and therefore creates a novel
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possibility for ingression in the future. The reverted
conceptual feelings therefore increase the intensity of the
value that is enduring through time by increasing the
potential complexity of the contrasts, while also ensuring
that contradictions of eternal objects are less likely
through its proximity to already ingressed abstractive
hierarchies.
The purpose of the previous discussions of abstractive
hierarchies, contrasts, and reverted conceptual feelings
was to establish the foundation of how objects endure
amidst the constant change of the philosophy of
Organism. The explication of enduring objects may not
appear vital to a Whiteheadian ethic, but it is the very
notion of enduring objects being constituted through
the persistent value achieved that creates the notion of
‘identity’ in the philosophy of Organism. The identity of
an object is established through the preservation of the
persistence of value in a sequence of actual occasions.
In the example of an inanimate object, such as a chair,
it is the persistent value of the contrasts ingressed that
allow the chair to endure as that specific chair through
time. This may seem like an odd example because
of the simplicity of the eternal objects in a chair, but
it captures the essence of identity through persistent
value quite nicely. The contrasts that are valued in the
concrescence of the actual entities that constitute the
nexus of the chair are very simple because the chair is
neither living, nor drastically changing from moment to
moment. Therefore the eternal objects that are valued
the most are those that qualify the chair physically,
for example, as wooden, as brown, and as smooth.
Since these characteristics persist from concrescence to
concrescence, they are the most intense and persistent
values of the chair. The only potentially reverted/novel
contrast that the chair may value would be the remote
possibility of its destruction, which would alter many of
the previously valued characteristics of its identity. In the
case of a human being, the same concepts apply, except
for the fact that humans are living and conscious beings.
In a human being, there are not only nexus that
constitute the physical makeup of the person (in the
same way the chair is constituted), but there are also
much more dynamic nexus that constitute the living
aspects of the human such as the organs, and most
importantly the brain. The physical nexus have the
persistent value of those eternal objects that characterize

the physical aspects of the human being such as hair
and skin color. The identity of these nexus provides
an important stability that allows the more complex
attributes of the human to develop. These complex
attributes, such as thinking, come in the form of
‘intellectual feelings’, of which there are two types:
‘propositions’ and ‘judgments’. Both propositions and
judgments have already been alluded to in the early
discussion, judgments in our discussion of valuation
and evaluation, and propositions in the discussion of
the possibility of a reversion that connects a physical
feeling with a conceptual feeling not yet realized. A
‘proposition’ is defined as, “the potentiality of an actual
world including a definite set of actual entities in a
nexus of reactions involving the hypothetical ingression
of a definite set of eternal objects” (Whitehead, 1978,
186). The point is that in order for both of these
types of intellectual feelings to occur there must be a
level of stability that allows for such complex feelings.
In other words, since there must be a maintenance of
balance in the occasions striving for complexity (more
eternal objects contrasted), in the case of a proposition,
there must be a large enough range of eternal objects
already valued and ingressed in the concrescing nexus,
that the entirely hypothetical set of eternal objects in
the proposition will not unbalance the contrast. This
necessary stability through the accumulation of achieved
value will stand as the foundation of the Whiteheadian
ethic.
The Whiteheadian ethic is therefore an ethic of habit
which does not necessarily prescribe principles of
action, but accounts for the possibilities of each
particular circumstance through the evaluation of that
circumstance in contrast with the identity of value
persisting in that person. The ideas of right and wrong
in human beings will be constructed through their
lives as a part of their intellectual identities of value.
Each moral question will present itself for evaluation as
either a proposition that can be admitted into feeling,
or a proposition that cannot be admitted into feeling.
Of the propositions that can be admitted into feeling,
there are conformal and non-conformal. Conformal
propositions are those that upon being admitted into
feeling, the reaction is simply the conformation of
feeling to fact, and therefore the synthesis of a new
individual valuation, and the creation of new value.
When a non-conformal proposition is admitted into
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feeling, the reaction that results is a synthesis of fact with
an alternative potentiality, and therefore the creation
of something entirely novel has occurred. Yet this
novel intellectual feeling is still subject to the ultimate
necessity of a balanced complexity, and therefore must
be evaluated as being relevant and compatible with the
value identity of the concrescing nexus that is the human.
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world becomes modally mirrored in that bounded
standpoint.
This thesis is contrary to traditional
interpretations of Whitehead, which maintained that the
only entities objectified in a concrescing actual entity
are the superjects of the past actual world. Using
various properties of extension, for our purpose the most
important of which is ‘modality’, Nobo contends that the
entire extensive continuum is contained in each actual
Propositions that are not admitted into feeling, are
entity.
those that are not compatible with the value identity of
the human, meaning that they will not achieve novel It is the property of extension Whitehead calls ‘modality’
value if felt, and therefore would diminish the overall that makes all other proper regions of the extensive
persistence of the value identity that is essential to the continuum mirrored in the concrescing actual entity.
person as an enduring object. Recalling that reverted The term ‘mirror’ is never formally defined, but there
conceptual feelings produce a slightly intense contrast of is an indication that it refers to the concrescing actual
remote possibilities, in order for a proposition to not be entity recognizing, or reflecting on the rest of the
admitted into feeling, it must use as its predicate a set of past and contemporary extensive continuum. This
eternal objects that have no proximity to the abstractive notion is introduced when Whitehead states that it is
hierarchies that constitute the primary pattern of the the constitution of an actual entity that assigns it its
person’s value identity. It is therefore a person’s past status in the universe. The reflection that occurs is a
achieved value, and the potential value to be achieved in reflection on the ‘position’ and ‘location’ of the other
every proposition that determines a person’s evaluation actual entities. The ‘location’ indicates the physical
of that proposition, and ultimately their decision about place of the actual entity and all of the places it has
whether to admit it into feeling or not.
been objectified, while the ‘position’ indicates the ‘where’
and ‘when’ of the occasion’s existence. The position
The first and most prominent objection to the
is an aboriginal element of its ‘determinateness’; a
Whiteheadian ethic as it has so far been explained is that
determinateness which can be analyzed in terms of its
it is entirely subjective, based only on the persistence
determinate definiteness and its determinate position.
that personal values have in the endured existence
Its determinate definiteness is “its illustration of a
of particular people. Although the response to this
selection of eternal objects ingressed as determinants of
objection is not made explicitly by Whitehead, Jorge Luis
its subjective form”, and its determinate position is its
Nobo, a modern Whiteheadian scholar presents the final
illustration of its own standpoint relative to the entire
foundational aspect to the Whiteheadian ethic through
extensive continuum. Therefore, when a concrescing
his ‘Thesis of Solidarity’ as explained in Whitehead’s
actual entity mirrors the entire extensive continuum, it
Metaphysics of Extension and Solidarity.
reflects on the determinate definiteness and determinate
The ‘thesis of solidarity’ states that “any two actualities, position of the entire extensive continuum, and uses this
regardless of temporal relationship, are internally related information to constitute itself. The mirroring not only
to each other by reason of their immanence in one indicates to the actual entity where it should bound its
another.”(Nobo, 1986, 2) Although a full explication of region relative to the rest of the world, but also how it
the basis and evidence of this thesis is not necessary, should concresce according to the selection of ‘values’
a brief explanation of how each actuality is present (eternal objects) of the rest of the world.
in every other actuality will save the Whiteheadian
The Whiteheadian ethic is therefore social and habitual;
ethic from the trap of subjectivism. In a nutshell,
it is habitual as propositions are admitted or rejected
Nobo argues that the entire extensive continuum is
based on the intensity of achieved value of the enduring
mirrored in every concrescing occasion, meaning that
object, and it is social as this value is a reflection of the
during the dative phase of transition, as the extensive
extensive continuum in its relevance to each concrescing
standpoint of the concrescing actual occasion is bounded
actual entity. Although this explanation is not conclusive
on the extensive continuum, the entire past actual
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